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The essence            

                                                                                                                                                                               
The script believers here mean the believers those believe in a truly God sent book. And they 
are Jews and Christians, the addressing of Quran as Script Believers is means Jews and 
Christians, the religions that existed before Islam and also by the time that Mohammed was 
appointed as the prophet of God and they’d introduce their beliefs to other people in different 
places. But Majuses number was so small. The religious jurisprudents that rule on cleanliness of 
the script believers they rely on this verse of Quran which takes the food of script believers for 
Muslims Halal. And these foods can also be touched by the script believers too. Most of Soni 
Muslims relying on this verse they take the [beast] slaughtering of the script believers Halal as 
well. And same time there is many narratives [from the prophet and other religious leaders] 
that indicate on cleanliness of the script believers with no doubts too. Besides based on the 
authenticity of cleanliness also the script believers can be recognised clean. But some religious 
jurisprudents those rule on uncleanliness of every Non-Muslim they rely on the verse that 
forbids approaching of them to Masjid – al – Haram and rule it as Haram, while since by then 
there was not yet any discourse of clean and unclean as a physical failure that verse would’ve 
mean spiritual uncleanliness since they were no Muslim. So none of the narratives that they 
rely on to prove uncleanliness of the non – Muslim script believers is not clear either and there 
is no any clear verse on this matter either. Thus the script believers are recognised as clean. 


